Filmarket Hub & Civica Scuola di Cinema LV
collaborate!
Filmarket Hub is an online marketplace
that connects film and television projects
in development with the audiovisual
industry: production companies, TV
networks, OTT platforms, international
sales agents and distribution companies.
It is an initiative born with the aim to give
visibility to the best emerging talent and
stimulate production agreements at the
international level. It currently has more
than 20,000 users throughout Europe
and Latin America.
We also organize pitching events under the brand Pitchbox,such as the London
TV Pitchbox, where the best projects from our online marketplace were presented
to companies such as Entertainment One, Sky, Red Arrow Studios Intl., UKTV and
Virgin Media. Last October we also organized the fifth edition of Sitges Pitchbox.
Advantages of our online marketplace:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Available 365 days a year from any device.
A useful tool to continue exposing projects selected at traditional onsite markets.
Showcase your project to hundreds of international companies.
We match needs of projects and producers.
Our ONE PAGE format is a simple and attractive sales tool.
Possibility to upload a teaser and/or a video pitch.
Eligibility to apply to Filmarket Hub’s pitching events at no additional cost.

How are my materials protected?
Your project will only be visible to PRO companies validated by Filmarket Hub.
To access your materials and contact information, companies must send you a
request and be authorized by you.

Thanks to our collaboration, you can acquire 6 month
or 1 year subscriptions at a 15% discount.
Instructions for registering to our online market:
1. Create an account and complete your profile http://www.filmarkethub.com/
2. Submit your project http://www.filmarkethub.com/start-project
3. Click send and wait for it to be reviewed by our team
4. If your project requires any missing information or changes, you will receive an email.
5. Once your project is approved, select the ‘6 months or 1 year’ rate and start the
payment process
6. At the last step of the payment process, enter the code: 20SCMBF
Code expires: 31st December 2020, 23:59 (CET)

Minimum Requirements:
1. Feature Films: Treatment (sequenced) or 1st draft of script
Series: Pilot + Bible
2. Intellectual property rights.
3. Poster or provisional artwork.
Some of the companies looking for projects on Filmarket Hub...

Questions?

filmbox@filmarkethub.com
www.FilmarketHub.com

